The statistical independence of time of every two adjacent bus links plays a crucial role in deciding the feasibility of using many mathematical models to analyze urban transit networks. Traditional research generally ignores the time independence that acts as the ground of their models. Assumption is usually made that time independence of every two adjacent links is sound. This is, however, actually groundless and probably causes problematic conclusions reached by corresponding models. Many transit assignment models such as multinomial probit-based models lose their effects when the time independence is not valid. In this paper, a simple method to predetermine the time independence is proposed. Based on the predetermination method, a modified capacity-restraint transit assignment method aimed at engineering practice is put forward and tested through a small contrived network and a case study in Nanjing city, China, respectively. It is found that the slope of regression equation between the mean and standard deviation of normal distribution acts as the indicator of time independence at the same time. Besides, our modified assignment method performs better than the traditional one with more reasonable results while keeping the property of simplicity well.
Introduction
Urban transit network is becoming a hot issue especially in developing countries like China where transit priority has risen to become a national policy. Developed countries in Europe witness this trend as well. Even in the US where car traffic dominates, as a major focus of transit network, transit accessibility is widely researched (e.g., [1] [2] [3] ). The essential part of transit network analysis, transit assignment, is paid attention to concerning its framework, algorithm, equilibrium solution, and so on. For example, the solution algorithms for the multicriteria multimodal shortest path problem (M-SPP), which is known as NP-hard, in urban transit network were proposed [4] . This was followed by a label-setting algorithm for finding optimal hyperpaths in large transit networks with realistic headway distributions [5] . Among those models aimed at transit network, many of them have something to do with statistical independence, especially stochastic transit assignment models. A conditional logit model applied to traffic assignment and modal split was established which was able to cope with the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) phenomenon in a very natural way [6] . Nested logit model that is widely believed to overcome the IIA characteristic was put forward as an extension of conditional logit model [7] . Cascetta et al. [8] introduced a commonality factor for overcoming the IIA problem in route choice, which was made good use of to estimate link flow variance and the variance of the path choice proportion in a proposed stochastic assignment model [9, 10] . Independence of route choice probability has been a focus since discrete choice model was brought in the area of traffic assignment.
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
The issue "independence" acts as one of the prerequisites that make a great difference to the validity of many models targeted at analyzing transit network. Traditional works, however, hardly paid enough attention to time independence of every two adjacent bus links. Substantially, this independence can never be neglected. MNP model, which is short for multinomial probit model, was first used in stochastic traffic assignment [11] . The model has no requirement on independence of irrelevant route choice but requires time independence of every two adjacent bus links. The requirement was applied to various logit models as well [12] . When probit-based stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) models were researched, most of them were implicitly based on the assumption of the correctness of time independence. Those researches varied from algorithms and dynamic pricing to sensitivity analysis [13] [14] [15] . Yet none of them concerned the validity of independence assumption, which might lead to inaccurate, even useless mathematical models when it came to their applications to real life. Meanwhile, plenty of research had something to do with independence test method in the statistics field. Entropy Theory is frequently made use of to test independence and the entropy was used as a measure of dependence, like serial dependence and spatial dependence, in these studies [16] [17] [18] . In addition, many other methods were proposed to conduct independence test. Broock et al. [19] presented an independence test method on the basis of an in-depth analysis on correlation dimension. Sugiyama and Suzuki [20] introduced least squares theory to nonparametric independence test. Those methods of test are subtle and theoretic. It is, however, rather hard to put them into practice for their complexity, especially to introduce them to time independence test in large urban transit networks.
This work is targeted at engineering practice of transit systems planning and management while two simple methods are proposed. To start with, we put forward a method to predetermine time independence of every two adjacent bus links. A characteristic quantity, , the indicator of time independence, is derived to conduct independence predetermination, laying a foundation of the usage of many models. It is found that time independence is invalid when > 0.5, and data collected in metropolitan area of Nanjing city, China, is used to make a preliminary test on the practicability of our method. In the case > 0.5, transit network models on the basis of MNP lose their effects, especially those probitbased stochastic transit assignment models, so the number of alternative assignment models decreases. Meanwhile, capacity-restraint assignment method lacks the multipath characteristic [21] though widely used in engineering practice out of its simplicity and not bad precision. Therefore, a modified capacity-restraint transit assignment method is proposed following the predetermination method while taking good advantage of some predetermination results. The method maintains its effectiveness under the circumstance of invalidity of time independence. After introducing 95% quantile of normal distribution to the traditional capacityrestraint method to realize multipath transit assignment, it turns out that the results of the modified method are more sensible than the traditional one through a small contrived transit network. These four basic assumptions are not impractical. Assumptions (1), (2) , and (3) are valid in most cities of developed countries, while assumption (3) may be a bit questionable in some developing countries like China. These countries are known for mixed traffic flow that does make a big difference to transit operations in their big cities like Shanghai. Anyway, bicycles and pedestrians have little effect on public transit on the road with separation infrastructures. The effects are also quite limited in most of their medium and small cities. The most demanding assumption is (4) probably, which is easy to be satisfied in many European countries. It is, however, very difficult to guarantee an advanced transit priority control system. Anyhow, the priority control does exist in most cities of developed countries and many big cities of developing countries. In a word, it is likely that assumption (1) is the most accessible while assumption (4) is to the contrary.
Methodology
As for time independence predetermination, the "time" here is to be defined strictly. The two sides of a bus line have a bus stop. When a bus begins to pull over at the upstream stop, the time is 1 . Similarly, 2 is defined. We call | 2 − 1 | "stopstop time" that is simply denoted by SST, which is composed of the parking time at the upstream bus stop and travel time between two adjacent stops. If all basic assumptions are satisfied, we could infer that SST at the bus link conforms to normal distribution according to the data in Nanjing. This can be seen from the section of distribution test below. To analyze the whole transit network basically satisfying all the assumptions above, we assume that all the links in the network conform to normal distribution, which is the foundation of the proposed methodology. More insight concerning the normal distribution can be seen in Discussion.
Mean and Standard Deviation Fitting.
We fit the mean and std, which is short for standard deviation in this paper, of the normal distribution mentioned above. Bus links that satisfy all the basic assumptions to the greatest degree can be selected in a transit network. Accordingly, we could get several normal distributions:
. and are estimated using the samples collected in transit survey. Note that and have the same dimension, so regression analysis is decided to be aimed at the std rather than variance. Furthermore, > 0 and > 0, so instead of doing linear regression directly, we fit the and 
The regression model is the fundamental of time independence predetermination and the modified capacityrestraint model. According to the data in Nanjing, when all chosen links meet the assumptions well, the goodness of fitting is perfect with high -square which can be seen in Section 4. To analyze the whole transit network, we assume the regression equation has high goodness of fitting. If the regression model is not sufficiently significant, we may appropriately select other or more bus links that satisfy all basic assumptions well to avoid poor goodness of fitting. More analysis about the regression model can be seen in Section 5.
Indicator of Time Independence.
After the regression analysis, we could predetermine time independence of every two adjacent bus links in a network. Time independence predetermination is to predetermine the independence of SST at every two adjacent links. Note that all bus links in the network conform to normal distribution and the goodness of fitting of regression equation is high on the basis of our analysis above. In this part, we put forward an indicator of independence whose value can simply predetermine time independence with practicability.
Considering normal distribution ( , 2 ) with the mean and std , according to the previous section of fitting,
and are regression coefficients of the regression equation. The slope is supposed to be greater than zero ( > 0) because the std will increase when the mean increases. Another form of equation derived by deforming the regression equation above is = , where ln = , > 0.
Then the variance is given by the following expression:
A transit route is given in Figure 1 . Here A represents the origin and B represents the destination. The mean of a random variable , the difference between the moment when a bus stops at station A and that at station B, is set at fixed value . (0 ≤ ≤ ) represents the intermediate bus stop, and (0 ≤ ≤ + 1) is the mean of SST at bus link. Obviously, can be expressed as follows: Supposing that SST at every two adjacent links are mutually independent, then is normally distributed with variance 2 according to the linear superimposition principle of normal distribution. Considering there are stops between station A and station B, we obtain
If there are + 1 stops between station A and station B, now we assume naturally the stop +1 is set up between the −1 and . Thus, is divided into two parts as and +2 ( = + +2 ). Similarly, the variance is given as follows under this circumstance:
.
By subtracting 2 from +1 2 , the result is
Function ( , +2 ) is constructed where , +2 > 0. Its partial deviation is obtained:
The analytical results could be obtained. When > 1 or < 0 and ( , +2 ) is a decreasing function, then ( , +2 ) < (0, 0) = 0, which is equivalent to +1 2 < 2 ; when = 1, ( , +2 ) = 0, and +1 2 = 2 ; when = 0, ( , +2 ) = 1, and +1 2 > 2 ; and when 0 < < 1 and ( , +2 ) is an increasing function, then ( , +2 ) > (0, 0) = 0, which is equivalent to +1 2 > 2 .
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
As is analyzed before, = 2 , and conforms to normal distribution. Note that > 0; the results are given as follows:
(1) When > 0.5, the variance of decreases with the increasing of the number of intermediate bus stops. Under the premise of a fixed mean of , the variance should increase with the number of intermediate stops increasing. This is because the increasing of the number of bus stops results in starting and stopping more frequently, causing the uncertainty of travel time to become greater. The variance is a strong indicator of uncertainty. To sum up, all the analysis leads to a conclusion of predetermining time independence.
When ≥ 0.5, if the independence of SST holds, a clear contradiction exists. The SST at every two adjacent bus links, therefore, is not mutually independent. Time independence is not valid in this case. When 0 < < 0.5, the SST at every two adjacent links is probably mutually independent, where a further demonstration is needed. In this case, we could not decide whether or not time independence is valid. This is what "predetermination" derives from.
Therefore, the parameter is not only a regression coefficient of the equation expressed as ln = ln + , but also an indicator of time independence. On the one hand, the larger is, the higher time uncertainty is in urban transit network. Considering uncertainty avoidance theory, we hope is not too large. On the other hand, the relative magnitude of the indicator and 0.5 predetermines whether SST in transit network is independent or not. This decides whether some stochastic models are valid to a large extent. Taking MNPbased assignment model as an example, it should not be applied if ≥ 0.5. Anyway, we cannot determine the validity of this model under the condition 0 < < 0.5.
A Modified Capacity-Restraint Transit Assignment Method.
If time independence is predetermined to be not valid, many transit assignment methods such as MNP-based models should never be used. Under our basic assumptions, methods based on logit models are untenable due to the normal distribution for SST. As a result, many assignment methods prove ineffective. Traditional capacity-restraint transit assignment method is not affected, though it could not take time uncertainty into consideration. So this part proposes a modified capacity-restraint transit assignment method on the basis of normal distribution for SST and regression equation between the distribution mean and std. When the invalidity of time independence has been predetermined, unlike many assignment methods, the proposed one keeps its effectiveness. It remains useful even though time independence is proved to be solid.
Compared with traditional capacity-restraint method, the modified one considers time uncertainty by using 95% quantile of normal distribution while keeping the advantages of traditional method like the simplicity of calculation and so on. It is believed that traditional heuristic assignment methods are faced with the "common lines" problem, and many modifications have been made to overcome the obstacle [22] . These modifications can be used in our method as well if the "common lines" problem is supposed to be considered in a specific case. It is not difficult to generalize the proposed method using the modifications but requires a little future work. So, in this paper, the "common lines" problem is not much concerned including the contrived network we use below. Flow chart of the modified capacity-restraint transit assignment method is shown in Figure 2 . When given a traditional transit network, we could regard the time at bus links as mean value of SST. Then, the previous regression equation is made use of to work out the std at all links. In this way, the normal distribution of every bus link is determined. As Figure 3 shows where A, B, C, D, and E represent bus stops and ( , 2 ) stands for normal distribution, the modified method is based on transit network with SST treated as random variable rather than deterministic variable, which is closer to reality.
The rationale of the modified method is similar to the traditional one, though the coefficient of assignment (0 < < 1) is introduced to the model. We assign 100 percent of the OD, which is short for origin-destination, to the shortest path on the basis of the mean value of SST to obtain the passenger volume . And 100(1 − ) percent is assigned to the shortest path after each SST values their 95% quantile on the shortest route to obtain . The 95% quantile is chosen because it has a good sense in probability studies. With this method, the total travel time of shortest path with mean SST could be maximized by using 95% quantile of the SST of each bus link composing the route, which is aimed at achieving multishortest paths. It is suggested that should be specified as 0.75 [23] . So the final passenger volume could be calculated using the formula = 0.75 + 0.25 .
Note that the generalized cost of bus travel changes after loading one part of OD into transit network, but the std of SST is to remain the same unless some changes about the mean of SST take place. Then the remaining parts of the modified method are the same as that of the traditional one. To make this revised method more useful in engineering practice, efficiency should be paid special attention to. As a result, we recommend dividing the whole OD into three shares by 50%, 30%, and 20%, respectively.
Data Preparation

Bus Line Selection.
Data has been collected through transit survey in metropolitan area of Nanjing, China. Considering all the basic assumptions of our methods and the traffic environment in real world, the bus lines are selected according to the following points:
(a) All the bus lines pass the metropolitan area of Nanjing, which are widely distributed in the city center.
(b) Bicycles and pedestrians make a little difference to bus operations, especially where the side median exists.
(c) Buses have priority on signalized intersections.
(d) Survey had better be conducted on a sunny day to avoid small probability events.
Taking all these factors into consideration, 7 groups of adjacent bus stops were randomly picked out, and corresponding bus lines were selected in the metropolitan area of Nanjing. Note that there may exist several choices of bus lines when a pair of bus stops is determined. So it is rationally assumed that there exists no difference between these lines concerning their operations between the pair of bus stops. To avoid waiting for a long time at bus stops, generally bus lines with too low frequency were never selected in this survey.
The Survey.
The transit survey was conducted from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on weekdays to collect data at peak hours. The investigators must record the time when their targeted buses stop for the first time at the bus stop. Then they should go on their buses and record the time when the buses pull over at the next stop. In theory, investigators should repeat the process for 16 times in single direction. In this way, however, it is hard for the survey to get finished in 3 hours. So investigators were permitted to repeat the process for 8 times in dual directions if the bus frequency was rather low. The error is typically rather limited if the bus stop on the other side of road is very close to the stop on this side in terms of the distance along the road.
Preliminary Data Analysis.
From the recorded time when buses pull over at stops, SST samples are figured out and displayed in Table 1 . The quality of our data is evaluated by the seven frequency histograms in Figure 4 . According to these figures, it could be found qualitatively that the SST at bus links might conform to normal distribution, which is consistent with our conjecture in the former section. In addition, the correlation coefficient between the logarithm of sample mean and std is 0.996. This means the logarithm of the two basic statistics is highly correlated indicating a significant linear relationship. Therefore, the data acquired from this survey is preliminarily considered reliable. It can be made use of in the following analysis of the proposed methods.
Results
Transit Network in Metropolitan Area of Nanjing
Distribution Test of SST.
Although it has been assumed that SST at bus links conforms to normal distribution, distribution test could be made to give a preliminary proof. We conduct Jarque-Bera test on the basis of the data in Nanjing using MATLAB. According to the results displayed in Table 2 , ℎ values 0 under the level of significance of 0.05. Besides, it is seen that the scatters are basically uniformly distributed around the line that indicates a normal distribution from one of the test graphs ( Figure 5 ). In summary, this assumption of normal distribution is tenable. 
Regression Analysis between the Mean and Standard Deviation.
Data from 6 lines is used for fitting the relationship between the mean and std, and the rest is for examining the fitting result simply. According to Section 2.1.2, the regression analysis is conducted after taking logarithm with the help of MATLAB followed by an evaluation of its results. The coefficients of regression and some statistics are listed in Table 3 while the regression equation is shown in Figure 6 .
Judging from the results, the coefficient of determination is close to 1 and the probability of significance values 0.0003 that is smaller than 0.05 under the level of significance of 0.05. Furthermore, the -square is 0.9731 indicating that the regression relationship appears reliable. To determine the validity of the equation, the rest of the bus lines are used for checking through comparing the calculation from the regression equation with the observed data. For the std of SST of line number 16, the result by the regression equation is 4.2665 while data shows the value 4.6025. The relative error is 7.3%, which is small enough to prove the validity of the regression analysis. To sum up, the regression equation is significant. In addition, it has been assumed that the equation Note: ℎ = result of the test; if ℎ = 0, conforms to normal distribution; if ℎ = 1, does not conform to normal distribution; CV = the critical value whether to reject the null hypothesis or not. Note: = the least-square estimated value of the two regression coefficients; bint = the 95% confidence interval of the regression coefficients; stats = the coefficient of determination, statistics of variance, the probability of significance of variance, and the estimate of variance, respectively.
between the mean and std of normal distribution of SST has high goodness of fitting. The results of the regression analysis can well support this assumption.
Time Independence of Every Two Adjacent Bus Links.
On the basis of our regression equation ( 
is larger than 0, which suits our common sense. More importantly, is larger than 0.5. First, it means that the independence of SST at every two adjacent bus links is invalid in metropolitan area of Nanjing. Consequently, models like MNP-based assignment can hardly be used to estimate passenger flow of transit system in the city center. It is worth mentioning that most logit-based models are groundless to be adopted in this city area because SST conforms to normal distribution, let alone the invalidity of time independence. It is these widely used models that lose their effects. Second, the time uncertainty of transit operations is never low because is significantly larger than zero. These may account for the reasons why many models adopted by traffic engineers appeared ineffective on the transportation network in Nanjing, which indicates the significance of the proposed indicator to a great extent. More analysis could be made through comparison with that of other cities.
A Contrived Transit Network.
A contrived transit network is established to compare our proposed assignment method with the traditional one. Impact from other traffic modes on transit operations is not considered in this example. There are three transit lines in Figure 7 . The mean of SST Line ① Line ② Line ③ between two adjacent stops is 2 min while it is 2.8 min between stop 3 and stop 6. Their fees are all 0.9 units. The frequencies and vehicle capacities of these bus lines are deterministic, and it is worked out that the rated capacity and maximum capacity of all the three lines are 500 passengers per hour and 800 passengers per hour, respectively [24] . OD from stops 1 to 3, 1 to 6, and 1 to 12 is 300, 400, and 500 passengers per hour, respectively. Generalized cost function is commonly used in transportation studies [25] . Referring to the document mentioned above, the shortest path defined in this example is on the basis of generalized cost while passenger congestion constitutes one part of the cost. Meanwhile, we consult the form of generalized cost function used in [26] . Combining what is referred altogether, the cost of a route is determined as follows:
where GC is generalized cost; is mean SST; indicates fees; is value of travel time; indicates discomfort coefficient; is transfer penalty; is passenger volume; MC is maximum capacity.
As is recommended in [26] , it is decided that is 1 unit/min and is defined to be / +1, where / is the ratio of passenger volume to the rated capacity. And if denotes transfer times, equals 1.5 , while it values 1 unless a transfer occurs. Traditional capacity-restraint method in this case is under the condition that OD is divided into 3 parts: 50%, 30%, and 20%, which is the same as that of our modified method. And the coefficient of assignment values 75% as recommended. If some routes have the same cost, passenger flow will be assigned to the route with the fewest transfers while they share the equivalent flow if their transfer times are the same. All routes that are feasible to be assigned are listed in Table 4 which provides the cost update during the assignment. These exclude the routes with too much cost (e.g., route 1 → 3 → 6 → 7 → 12 with the cost of 46.5 units) and reverse routes (e.g., route 1 → 5 → 9 → 5 → 6). Table 5 presents how our assignment method performs in each OD share, and results of the assigned passenger flow are shown in Figure 8 .
Discussions
As for the independence predetermination, it is hoped that the indicator of time independence is small when an urban transit network has low time uncertainty. Meanwhile, chances are that time independence is valid when is small; to be specific, 0 < < 0.5. Therefore, the most ideal situation is 0 < < 0.5 when the transit network has low time Table 4 that are assigned zero flow during the process are not listed in this table. uncertainty and network models requiring time independence, like MNP-based assignment models, can probably be used. With regard to the modified capacity-restraint method, it has proved to be more accurate than the traditional one. Heuristic assignment algorithms like capacity-restraint method are more common in engineering practice, so the modified method with the same time complexity as that of the traditional method is highly prospective. Comparing our assignment methods with equilibrium ones, it is valueless to take many SUE models into account when time independence is not valid. But the assertion is hard to be made that the modified heuristic model will be more accurate than SUE models when 0 < < 0.5. Anyhow, the two methods we put forward have an advantage over others on simplicity. They can be adopted in engineering practice in any urban transit network with basic assumptions satisfied by and large, which is not a tough requirement. The results of metropolitan area of Nanjing indicate the key point before modeling urban transit network. It is the basic assumptions that researchers should lay great emphasis on. Instead of asserting that all model assumptions could be satisfied with qualitative analysis, some quantitative analysis is also indispensable. The proposed indicator of time independence along with some statistics of probabilistic tests exactly plays the role. Some uncomplicated transit survey mentioned in this paper could be conducted to figure out these key indicators before selecting reasonable models.
Some basic assumptions could be strengthened with the development of urban transportation. For assumption (2), big cities in developing countries are promoting the construction of transit special lane network. This strategy is aimed at ensuring "Transit Priority" by providing successive transit right of way. For assumption (3), separation of different types of traffic flow is being advocated all over the world considering efficiency and safety issue. Transit operations are becoming increasingly steady. For assumption (4), with the devotion to transit priority at intersections, actuated signal control systems have a brilliant future. Anyway, the basic assumptions are aimed at guaranteeing a normal distribution of SST to the maximum extent. As an adequate alternative of assumption (4), bus delays at intersections must be very small.
Although it is assumed that SST conforms to normal distribution when bus links satisfy all the four basic assumptions, we could conduct distribution test to confirm the normal distribution assumption just like the case study in Nanjing, China. Only in a few cases may such SST at bus links not conform to normal distribution though there is no exception in Nanjing. When the assumption of normal distribution does not pass the test, the modified assignment method will lose its effect, and the method to predetermine time independence cannot be used in the whole urban transit network. However, we can focus on the subnetworks that SST at all bus links are tested to conform to normal distribution, so the predetermination method is able to be adopted in these subnetworks. In this way, the results of predetermination could also act as part of evidence to decide the validity of some models.
Another assumption is made in which the regression equation between the mean and std of normal distribution in the Double Logarithmic Coordinate is significant. Nevertheless, this cannot be guaranteed even though all bus links satisfy those basic assumptions. To obtain high goodness of fitting, samples could probably be optimized by selecting locations. This measure is quite flexible, which can make successive adjustments in the whole network, and there is a high chance that a significant regression equation exists characterizing a transit network that satisfies the basic assumptions. Even if poor goodness of fitting remains unsettled, which is not likely to happen, our proposed assignment method will work all the same if all std of SST at bus links could be worked out through transit survey. Then, it is evident the transit network cannot be too large. But in this case, anyhow, our method to predetermine time independence will become invalid.
Conclusions
A simple method has been proposed to predetermine time independence of every two adjacent bus links, which can prejudge the validity of many stochastic network models for public transit. Then a modified capacity-restraint transit assignment method is put forward and aimed at engineering practice when such independence is predetermined to be invalid.
Some basic assumptions have been made to elicit two direct assumptions to the proposed methods: First, SST at bus links conform to normal distribution. Second, the regression equation between the mean and standard deviation has high goodness of fitting. These two assumptions are tenable according to the results in Nanjing. Then the indicator of time independence is proposed to show the predetermination result. When ≥ 0.5, SST at every two adjacent bus links interact with each other. When 0 < < 0.5, time independence has potential validity that still needs proving. Meanwhile, acts as the slope of the regression equation, which can reflect the time uncertainty in urban transit network. The modified assignment method is put forward, which appears effective when predetermination indicates the validity of time independence. We introduce the coefficient of assignment and 95% quantile of probabilistic distribution on the basis of the traditional capacity-restraint method. The traditional transit network with fixed SST at bus links is transformed into the network with normal distributed SST, which supports the modified method.
We take good advantage of the data acquired in Nanjing to conduct a case study. From the result of distribution test, all the seven bus links conform to normal distribution with a good significance level of 0.05. Then regression analysis is made in the Double Logarithmic Coordinate with a largesquare of 0.9731 reflecting its significance. The indicator of time independence or the regression coefficient is 1.1919 that is larger than 0.5. As a consequence, time independence is not valid in Nanjing, so many network models could not be used in the city. Researchers have to turn to other methods. Finally, the proposed capacity-restraint assignment method is preliminarily tested by a simple network. Compared with traditional capacity-restraint method, the modified method inherits the property of simplicity and has a better performance with more sensible results.
Although the findings in this paper are some of engineering practices, this work is limited by some issues. Firstly, it is very difficult to completely satisfy basic assumption (4) nowadays. Even if we turn to searching for signalized intersections with much small bus delays, it may have some influence on the normal distribution assumption of SST at bus links. Besides, the sample size in this study is somewhat limited for the huge workload of data acquisition though the proposed methodology is of theoretical basis. There are great numbers of two adjacent links in an urban transit network, which is not that suitable to acquire SST data manually.
Further research could focus on how to loosen the proposed assumptions. Even if normal distribution is invalid, others like Negative Binomial Distribution and others may replace it. Different distributions can be introduced to a network simultaneously, and accordingly the methods of predetermination and assignment might exist as well, which is probably complicated to be put into practice yet highly prospective. In addition, existing approaches could be introduced to have our assignment model well consider the "common lines" problem as with the development of previous heuristic capacity-restraint models. Related details are worth exploring. Moreover, the validity of the modified assignment method could be verified using real data of transit passenger flow before getting adopted by traffic engineers. Last but not least, work could be continued in the case 0 < < 0.5, and it is expected that further conclusions concerning the time independence will be drawn in future.
